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Question: 1
A backup administrator has replicated a virtual machine between two Hyper-V hosts and now would like
to automatically verify the recoverability of the replica. What would they need to do?
A. It is not supported to perform SureBackup replica testing for Hyper-V
B. Create a virtual switch with no uplinks and start the virtual machine connected to the new switch
C. Create a virtual lab and an application group; create a SureBackup for the replica job and run it
once a day
D. Start the virtual machine manually using the universal application item recovery wizard

Answer: A
Question: 2
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Which of the following is required to enable tape parallel processing?
The source repository for the tape job is a scale out backup repository.
The tape library has multiple drives.
Two tape jobs are processed at the same time.
The tape drive has multiple tapes

Answer: B
Question: 3
A virtual machine in your environment has been hit by a virus. You need to restore the virtual machine as
fast as possible. At the same time, you need to make sure that any dormant virus on the backed up virtual
machine is detected. What restore method should you use when recovering to a new location?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Instant VM Recovery with “staged restore”
Instant VM Recovery with “secure restore”
SureBackup
Virtual disk restore

Answer: B
Question: 4
A scale-out backup repository is configured with data locality policy. How is an extent selected during an
active full backup? (Choose two.)
A.
B.
C.
D.

Always the same extent as the previous full backup
An extent determined based on load control settings and free space
A different extent from the previous chain to avoid single point of failure, if possible on free space
It tries the same location as the previous full if using a deduplication appliance

Answer: B D
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Question: 5
It the Backup Administrator has to perform a backup over a high-latency, low bandwidth network link,
how can the disruptions to the backup process be avoided?
A.
B.
C.
D.

By making a direct backup using WAN accelerator.
By adding additional WAN accelerators to the target site.
By making a backup locally and utilizing WAN accelerators for a backup copy Job.
By adjusting the compression and deduplication settings for this Job.

Answer: C
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